SMB II® SIZING CHART

SMBI10001 X-Small
9" (23.5 cm) Circumference
9.25" (23.5 cm) Boot Height
Up to 14 Hands

SMBI10002 Small
10" (25.4 cm) Circumference
10.25" (26.1 cm) Boot Height
14 - 15 Hands

SMBI1000 Medium
12" (30.5 cm) Circumference
11" (27.9 cm) Boot Height
15 - 16 Hands

SMBI1000 Large
13.75" (35.0 cm) Circumference
11.75" (29.8 cm) Boot Height
16 - 17 Hands

SMBI1000 X-Large
14" (35.6 cm) Circumference
14" (35.6 cm) Boot Height
17 + Hands

NOTE: Because of the NO-TURN knob Ballistic™ Overreach Boots should have no overlap when applying them to the hoof.

SMB-3™ SIZE CHART

Small
10.5"/26.7 cm Circumference
10" (25.4 cm) Boot Height
13 - 14 Hands

Medium
12.5"/31.8 cm Circumference
11.75" (29.8 cm) Boot Height
15 - 16 Hands

Large
13.5"/34.3 cm Circumference
12.75" (32.4 cm) Boot Height
17 + Hands

Quick-Wrap® Bell Boots

Quick-Wrap™ Bell Boots BB101B BB102B BB103B
BOOT SIZE: S M L
Horse Height (in hands) 13-14.2 14-16 16-17+
Postern Circumference: 10.5" 14.5" 16.5"
Boot Height: 4.25" 4.5" 5"
Bottom Boot Circumference: 12 15 16

Ballistic™, Secure-Fit™ Overreach

BALLISTIC™ OVERREACH BOOTS BB251 BB252 BB253 BB254 BB255 BB255
BOOT SIZE: S M L XL XXL XXXL
Horse Height (in hands) 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-17.2 17.2+
Postern Circumference: 8" 8.5" 9" 10" 11" 12"
Boot Height: 4.25" 4.25" 4.5" 4.75" 4.75" 4.75"